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and distracted the country, had, in a- great the annals of the civilized world. The vol advantage from employing new agents as fast
RATES OF POSTAGE.
measure, become extinct under the operation untary dissolution of the Cabinet authorises as the old ones acquired, by experience, the
For every letter of a single sheet, convey- office for delivery, 6 cents. Newspapers, not of time—the growing prosperity of the nation the remark which we have made above, that capacity for performing their duties with
ed not over 30 miles, 6 cents ; over 30 and not over one hundred miles, 1 cent ; over 100 and the judicious and liberal conduct of the the failure of the Administration of General ability and success. This doctrine, which, if
exceeding 80, 10 cents; over 80, and not ex- miles, li cents ; to any distance in the State Government. In the pride and pleasure Jackson, was not only signal and complete,, applied to practice in private life, would he
ceeding 150, 12^ cents ; over 150 and not where printed, one cent. Magazines and which we all felt in claiming the character of but acknoivledged ; and it is remarkable that,: thought to argue a degree of imprudence,
exceeding 400 18 3-4 cents ; over 400,25 cts. Pamphlets, not over 100 miles, 4 cents per citizens of the United States, we were ready after this public acknowledgment of his in- .equivalent, in its effects, to insanity, and would
Every letter consisting of two pieces of pa- sheet, that is* 4 cents for every 4 pages folio, to forget that our fathers had been classed as capacity to execute the dutiesi of his office, 1! immediately ruin the most prosperous estabthrouffh agents anoointed
il.i------....-»oi
dnnnnnnb-H
uq anas«nJ
appointed bv
by himself
himself, even to I lishments
—rrcavrolu
was gravely
announced
an ac
per, double those rates ; evexy letter consist- 8 quarto, 16 octavo^or 24 duodecimo orxff a Republicans and Federalists. The name of .through
ing of three or more pieces of paper, and smaller size.;; over
c :r 100
If miles, 6 cents.
''ff But if American bad, by a sort of common consent, his own satisfaction, he should deem it expe knowledged truth. It was affirmed that the
dient
to
offer
his
services
to
the
nation
for
a
taken
the
place
of
all
other
political
distinc

natural effect of possessing an office, was to
weighing less than one ounce, triple those
periodically, the postage is, not over
create negligence and corruption in thé per
rates; every letter consisting of more than a"hundred
u..... mdes.miles’, 1| cents, over 100 miles, 2J tions. American principles had become the second term.
common creed of the high-minded and hon
The first official act of the President indi son holding it ; that thé public lost more in
three pieces of paper, and weighing one cents.
Every article sent in the mall, which is not orable patriotic adherents of all the former cated, in a striking and painful manner, in how this way than was gained by the additionalexounce, quadruple those rates ; and at the rate
,pf four single letters for each ounce, which a either a newspaper, magazine, pamphlet, or parties. In a word, the best friends of the small a degree' any favorable anticipations perience and dexterity resulting from the same
better or packet consisting of more than three legislative journal, is subject to letter postage, country had little more to wish* or hope, in that might have been formed of his conduct cause—that frequent changes in office were
excepting Printer’s bills to their subscribers, regard to our political situation, than that we were likely to be realized. We allude to his highly expedient—that all offices should be
pieces of paper, may weigh.
might proceed in the course which we were Inaugural Address to the people, in which held for short terms, and in particular, that the
Every ship letter, originally received at an which may be sent in a newspaper, &c.
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Resolved, That five hundred additional
th® economical interests of the Union, '., of th® good causa is beyônd the possibility off
attack by the opponents of that measure . by affects
i
©«institution ought to be so amended, that no of
also to be seriously threatened,by the per- ! doubt. The present Administration has for some j copies of the engraved impressions of the
admitting the constitutionality and expediency seems
!
person should be eligible a second time for of internal improvements of a national character, verse policy ofthe present administration. The | time past been justly discredited in public opin-1 disputed boundary be furnished, by the Sec*
içjj.—Gen. Jackson has been gradually losing jretary
* —
c. .. the use of the Senate.
of State, for
that ofthe Pfésident of the United States.
and at the same moment negativing the most im great improvement made by the adoption of
The bill introduced, on leave, by Mr. BenThese principles, whether true or false, are portant bills of this description which were pre the present constitution in the political system of ever since the commencement of his official
term,
the
popularity
with
which
he
entered
it.
irrelevant to the., subject ; because the re sented to him by Congress, the President has the Old Confederation, was the extension of the Whole sections ofthe Union have been alienated ton, to abolish the duty on alum salt, having
movíais from office by General Jackson were shown that he is either a secret enemy of the power ofthe Union over the persons of the in from him by.his strange and inconsistent course been read the second time, an interesting de
not made either really or professedly, for the system, or that he is willing to sacrifice the most dividual citizens, through the action ofthe Fed upon the Tariff and Internal Improvement. Ex bate arose on the question, whether it should
purpose of change or rotation, but, professed important national objects in a vain attempt to eral Courts, including, as a necessary ingredient, tensive interests have been thrown into opposi be referred to the committee on Finance, or
ly, because the incumbents were incapable or conciliate the conflicting interests, or rather ad a right of appeal to these courts from the decis tion by his reckless and unaccountable denuncia the committee on Manufactures. Messrs.
of those of the States. The adoption of this
corrupt, and really for the purpose of “ re verse party feelings and opinions of different sec ions
single salutary provision raised us from the situa tion ol the Bank Many of his ablest partisans Benton, Hayne and Smith, supported the
warding his friends and punishing his ene tions of the country. How can the President be tion of a cluster of poor, imbecile, and, for all among the public writers have deserted him ; question of reference to the former committee,
at the North and West as the friend of
and if any considerable portion of reflecting men and Messrs. Clay and Dickerson, spoke in fa.
mies.” No disposition has been shown to regarded
the Tariff and Internal Improvements, when his substantial purposes, mutually dependent States,
apply this wholesome principle of rotation to only recommendation at the South is the antici oppressed with debts, disturbed by insurrections, still adhered to his standard, the wanton attacks ■ vorbf referring the bill to the Committee on
the President’s partisans, and-the best illus pation that he is the person through whose agen andon the verge of absolute anarchy, into our upon the Judiciary Department must have driven Manufactures. On taking the question of
tration ofthe real meaning of the language cy the whole system is to be prostrated ? With a subsequent condition of one great, powerful, i them from it in disgust. The unity of his party reference to the committee on Finance, it was
used on this occasion, is to be found in a let Chief Magistrate who acts upon so temporising prosperous, glorious, free and independent Fed I is completely broken up by the late open rupture decided in the negative—yeas 17, nays 22;
ter written from the President’s house, under and uncertain a policy it is obviously impossible eral Republic. The rejection of this wholesome ■ between the friends of the Vice President and and the bill was then referred without a di
the late Secretary of State ; and at this moment,
the President’s frank, to a member of the that any abatement can take place of the excite principle would bring us back again to the same I! the
citizens opposed to his re-election, constitute vision, to the committee on Manufactures?
Pennsylvania Legislature, requesting him to ment that prevails upon these disturbing topics. situation in which we stodd before. Notwith : a large majority ofthe whole population of the The Senate spent some time in the consider
standing
this,
a
powerful
party,
represented
by
use his influence to procure from that Legis It is only through the intervention of a states
important states, and by a large and re- United States. Under these circumstances, it is ation of executive business and then adjourn
lature a hOminatioti of the President for re man, in whose known sentiments and elevated Ij several
spectable portion of the people seem to consider quite apparent, that nothing is wanted but Zeal, ed to Tuesday.
character
all
parties
can
place
confidence,
that
a
election. The doctrine of rotation in office
and concert, to ensure success.
-- -------—------hope can be entertained of so regulating these the Union, and the principles on which it is found- activity
had, therefore, nothing to do with the matter. delicate
aspect of this Convention—the unanimity
subjects as to extend a fair and impartial ! ed, positive evils. Much is said of the sovereign andThe
HOUSE
OF
REPRESENTATIVES.
spirit which have marked its proceedings—
The motives assigned, in the first instance, protection to all the great branches of industry, ty, and independence of the States, and of their
MONDAY, DEC. 19,
by the President, viz : the incapacity and whether agricultural, commercial, manufactu right, as separate States, to annul the laws ; and the favorable results which may be expected
Mr. McIntire, from the Committee on1
corruption of the incumbents, would have ring, or mechanical, without exciting the just while threats are held out, which have not in all from its influence upon the community, afford
been sufficient had they beén founded in apprehensions of any sincere and enlightened cases proved to be mere empty words, that this ample security that these requisites will not be Claims, reported bills for the relief of Robert
right is to be immediately exercised, and the deficient
fact ; but it was felt that no removal for such friend of the Constitution and the Union.
Smart and Joseph Bogy ; which bills were
Such, fellow citizens, is the character of the severally twice read, and made the order of
reasons would be tolerated by the public, un
Next to the great measures of policy which Union of course virtually dissolved.
present
Administration
—
such
are
the.
motives
Under
these
circumstances,
it
was
to
have
been
less the supposed incapable or corrupt func protect and encourage domestic industry, the
for changing it, and such are the persons whom the day for to-morrow.
tionary was first put upon his trial, & allowed most important question, connected with thé eco expected that the President, as the head of the we recommend to you for the chief Executive
On motion of Mr. Bates^ of Maine, it was
Executive
Department,
and
the
natural
guardian
nomical
policy
of
the
country,
is
that
of
the
an opportunity of defending himselfagainst the
Resolved, That the Committee on the Post
Compare their qualifications with
ofthe rights and powers ofthe Federal Govetn- offices,
Bank.
This
great
and
beneficial
institution,
by
Specific charges, whatever they might be,
exchanges between different parts of’ ment, would have exerted his influence to check those of their competitors : and may the good Office and Ifost Roads be instructed to inwhich had been preferred against him. It facilitating
the Union, and maintaining a sound, ample, and this dangerous spirit. Instead of this, we find ness of Providence so enlighten your choice, that quire into the expediency of establishing.st
was therefore, found necessary to abandon healthy state of the currency, may be said to him openly encouraging it, and acting under its it may tend to promote the security and perma mail rout from Bingham,, in the State of
this ground; and for want of a better, resort supply the body politic, economically viewed, influence. When a proposition to repeal, with- nence of our excellent political institutions', a nd ’i Maine, by the forks of Kennebec river to the
was had by the President’s councillors to the with a continual stream of life-blood, without i out a substitute, the section of the judiciary act the true greatness and glory of our beloved Canada line. Also, into the expediency of
stale sophistry of rotation in office.
which it must inevitably languish, and sink in which authorizes the appeal from the State to country.
establishing a mail rout from Athens, in the
JAMES BARBOUR, President.
On the appointments which were made to to exhaustion It was first conceived and organ the Federal Courts, and forms the foundation of
State of Maine, through Brighton, and the
the
jurisprudence
of
the
Union
in
this
respect,
fill the numerous vacancies occasioned by ized by the powerful mind of Hamilton. After
ALLAN TRIMBLE, j
plantations of Ford’s Town and Foss Town,
was
made
in
Congress,
it
was
favored
by
the
im

these removals, we shall not enlarge. Among having been temporarily shaken by the honest
JOSEPH
ice Presidents
to Monson, in the same State.
PETER B.KENT,
PORTER, I? V
vice Presidents.
them are to be found the names of some per though groundless scruples of other statesmen, mediate friends of the President, and by the
On motion of Mr. McIntire, it was
journals
under
his
control
;
and
at
the
recent
or

it
has
been
recalled
to
existence
by
the
general
ROBERT
TEMPLE,
J
sons very honorably known to the public;
Resolved, That the Committee on Revolu
ganization of the House of Representatives, the
consent
of
all
parties,
and
with
the
universal
ap

Jos. L. Tlllinghast, ? Secretarie^
but they were made in general, almost avow
tionary Pensions be instructed to inquire in
probation of the people. Under the ablest and member proposing the repeal was placed at the
Henry Bacon,
5
edly for no consideration but that of party, most
to the expediency of granting pensions to
faithful management it has been for many head ofthe Judiciary Committee. These proceed
ass®
and, in many instances, with so little discre- ¡ years past pursuing a course of steady and con- ings seem to indicate a settled intention in the
Ralph Faruburn, Charles G. Clark, Ichabod
tion, that they were rejected, in one oi two i stant
' |y increasing
D influence,
"
Such is the insti administration to shake the independence and UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE. Smith, Edward Morrison, Mark Prime, Mosea
cases, almost unanimously, by the ¡Senate. ¡ tution- Which
>.• < the President
.j
vhas gone out of his destroy the efficiency of this most important
Foy, and Josiah Clark, soidiers of the Revo
TWENTY-SECOND CONGRESS...... FIRST SESSION.
An occurrence of this kind is, we believe,J
ay in several successive messages, without a branch ofthe Government.
*
b! W
way
lutionary Army.
The last point which we shall notice in the
without a parallel at any previous period of pretence of necessity or plausible motive, in the
On motion Mr. Evans, of Maine, it was
SENATE.
our history, and would be sufficient of itself : first instance six years before his suggestion conduct of the Administration, as relates to the
Resolved, That the Committee on Com
THURSDAY, DEC. 22.
to throw discredit on the Administration. Of could with &y propriety be acted upon, to de- internal policy ofthe country, and it is, perhaps,
On motion of Mr. Smith, the resolutions of merce be instructed to inquire into theexpethe persons so rejected, some Were recom- ■ nounce to Congress as a sort of nuisance, and the most important of all, as far as concerns the
mended anew, under circumstances amount- i! consign,
consign. as far as his influence extends, to lin principles involved, is that of our relations with Mr. Holmes, as amended on motion of Mr. j: diency of making an appropriation for the
of
removing
the Indian tribes, and particularly that portion Webster, calling upon the President for in- j .purpose
- -.
„„
, -• obstructions
.
. to „the naving
to an attempt by the President to force I
destruction
mg tô
For this denunciation no pretext of any ade of the Cherokees situated within the territorial formation relative to the trade between the j’S«™1 °f"f
them into office, against the known opinion of quate
limits
of
Georgia.
A
series
of
solemn
treaties,
motive is assigned. At a time when the
Maine, between Augusta and Waterville.
his constitutional advisers. On this occasion institution is known to all to be in the most effi concluded successively by all the Administra United States and the British West Indies, Postage on News-Papers—The Laws,&c.
was also exhibited a striking example of in- 1 cient and prosperous state—to be doing all that tions ofthe General Government, since the peri were taken up for consideration.
Mr. Arnold presented the petition of SamAfter a few remarks from Mr. Smith and
consistency between his professions before any Bank ever did orean do,we are briefly told od of its establishment, guaranteed to these In
uel Martin, of Campbell’s Station, in the State
his election, and his subsequent practice. ’ in ten words, that it has not effected the objects dians the possession of their lands without inter Mr. Holmes the resolutions were agreed to.
The following resolutions, submitted yester of Tennessee.
Although he had himself signalized the ap- \ for which it was instituted, and must be abolished. ference or intrusion from any quarter, their right
The petition contained five distinct propo
pointaient of members of Congress to office as Another institution is recommended as a substi of governing themselves according to their own day by Mr. Poindexter, was taken up, and on
a great abuse, he selected four of the five ’ tute, which, so far as the description given of it laws within those limits, and their character of motion of Mr. P. laid on the table and ordered sitions :
1st. That to all actual subscribers, newspa
heads of departments from that body, and ap- - can be understood, would be no better than a sovereign States. An Act of Congress passed to be printed:
pointed its members to other places to an ex-1 machine in the hands ofthe Government for fab in the year 1802, authorized and required the
1. Resolved, That the committee on Fi pers and pamphlets, not exceeding one sheet,
President to protect the Indians in the rights nance be instructed to inquire into the expe should pass through the mail free of postage.
tent which had never been known before. ! ricating and issuing paper money without check guaranteed
to them by those treaties, if necessa
or responsibility. In his recent message to Con
2d. That all owners of printing presses and
Although he had inveighed with warmth gress, the President declares, for the third time, ry, by the employment of the military force. In diency of fixing a rate of duties on foreign
against the supposed corruption of the public his opinion on these subjects, in the same con open violation of all these solemn engagements imports, not to exceed on any article imported types, and all persons actually working and
as pprinters,
be i permitted
to
press under the preceding administration, cise and authoritative style as before, and inti the State of Georgia has extended her jurisdic into the United States, more than twenty perl employed
—
-------„7 should
" „
-...... hw
and in his Inaugural Address had even de mates that be shall consider his re-election as an tion over the territory and persons of the Chero cent, ad valorem, and not to reduce the duty \ receive the.r letters free of postage.
nounced his predecessor for having brought expression of the opinion of the people that they kees situated within her limits, interrupted them on any article so imported, below ten cent, ad | 3d‘ That the Lwo J16,"18 at f,Iesen1t al,°^
the patronage of the Government into con- i ought to be acted on. If, therefore, the Presi in the possession of their dwellings and planta valorem; and to arrange such duties, having S *to Postmasters for deh verm g free letters be
flict with the purity of élections, partisan ed- dent be re-elected, it may
. be considered certain tions, and attempted to deprive them of the regard to all the great interests of the country,: dispensed with.
i
...... .i- will
^n.at ?? ,soon as t^ie nat‘onal debt
itors were now among the most favored ^at the Bank
be abolished, and the institu J character of distinct communities ; while the so as to produce a net revenue of not less than '
| ®ha11
Pa,d
the who e
of thfi
classes of pretenders to employment. Under ! |.lon .w^llc]1 iie has recommended,, or something jI President, instead of protecting the Indians fifteen millions of dollars annually.
against these acts of wholly unauthorized viothese circumstances the first year of the j1,k! dL®ubs.Vtut?d
’.ts Rlace'.
.
2. Resolved, That the said committee be I P°st Office Department be defrayed out of.
Are the
of the
United States prepared |¡ lence, has openly countenanced the pretensions further instructed to inquire into the expedi- :the g^eral fund.
This proposition, he prepresent administration presented little else f^hli
* People
...
' is ?' Are
they ready
to destroy one of their i of Georgia, and, instead of employing the armed
than an eager and tumultuous scramble for j most valuable establishments, to gratify the ca force of the United States, in their defence, has ency of giving effect and operation to said su,med’ would meet the views ofgentlemen
■
•
■
—
■
•
who
are
so
much
alarmed
to know whatshall
place. The offices which were instituted for 1 price of a Chief Magistrate, who reasons and ad actually withdrawn that force at the instance of system of duties on the 30th day of June next.
be done with the accruing and increasing
the public service, and ought to be conferred ■ vises upon a subject, with the details of which he the offending fferty, from the scene of action, and
reven,ue.
with a view to no other object, were appa- ■ is evidently unacquainted, in direct contradiction left the unoffending natives entirely at the mer
FRIDAY, DEC. 23.
5th. The fifth proposition he considered a
Fently, and even avowedly, treated as prizes to the opinion of his own official councillors ? cy of their enemies.
The Vice President communicated a letter
It was, that all the
The recent inhuman and unconstitutional out from Ebenezer H. Cummings, transmitting I very important one.
to be distributed among the conquerors in j Are the enterprising, liberal, high-minded, and
the United
States should
.>1
, .
i
•
.i
i. xlI newspapers within
witiim me
vimea oiaiessiiuum
the struggle of parties. What have we been ! intelligent Merchants of the Union willing to rages committed under the authority of Georgia, tabular
statements,
showing
the
result
of
any
.
f
_
uii
i
r.i tt ■. j
ratio of
.-AnrPSP.nm ion from
4«
000 to
55
000 '
permitted to pubhsh the laws ofthe United
fighting for—was the language of some of the countenance such a measure ? Are the cultiva upon the persons of several unoffending citizens ratio
of
rapresemation
from
48,000
to
55,000
tors
of
the
West,
who
find
in
the
Bank
of
the
heretofore
residing
as
missionaries
within
the
leading administration prints—if the public : United States a never-failing source of that Cap territory of the Cherokees, constitutes, perhaps,
I
representative, ™der the last offi ’D
d ,
each should reoffices are not to be the spoils of victory ?
I ital, which is so essential to their prosperity, and the most unjustifiable portion of these proceed census ; and,
.
f u j j j n
c
On motion by Mr. Dickerson,
! ceivke °?f. h»»dred dollars per annum «
Such were....
the auspices under which the j w
hich -hxzj
they can g&t no where else, prepared to ings. They have received, like the rest, the
„l.foL
vw&aant
firlmîn.ÎQtmt!nn commenced
PAmtnnnr'nJ thexii*
j in jdrying up the fountain of their countenance and approbation of the General
Ordered, Thi 1000 copies ofthe letterand such PuDhcation. Every man tn the«
present administration
their ca- i ¡ |ienid aitheir !•aid
k"°w he la" i
"
IsYhere
reer. They were not of a kind to create very own prosperity ? Is
the"e any class ofthe people Executive. Few examples can be found, even statements be printed for the use of the Sen- iI'res"m', '
ate
r
, held amenable to the law, as knowing it.
xnectations from the result of their la- ; or section ofthe Union so lost
Inst innvnrv
high expectations
to every sentiment in the history of barbarous communities, in
bors. The subsequent progress of events has ' of common prudence, so regardless of all the which the sacred character of a minister of reli
The following resolution, submitted yester- ' Su.ch be’n». .‘'¡e fa,c'’ he
that,ni“'‘
■
•- Jand- a- pams should be taken to let those who are
of republican government,
shown Very clearly that the least favorable Iprinciples
.... -c
n:
. as
_ _ to place gion has furnished so slight a protection against day by Mr. —
Holmes,
was ’ considered
in
the
hands
ofthe
Executive
Department
the
disrespect
and
violence
to
the
persons
invested
I subject to the laws know what the laws were.
expectations that could possibly have been i
greed to :
formed- of their policy, were yet too sanguine means of an irresponsible and unlimited issue of with it. We rejoice to learn that this subject
Resolved, That the Secretary be directed to I As at present promulgated, there was not, he
paper
money
—
in
other
words,
the
means
of
cor

will
shortly
be
presented
to
Congress
and
to
the
would venture to say, one man in a thousand
—that our most important institutions are
ruption without check or bounds; If such be, in People, in full detail, and in a form fitted to ex cause to be made a map of the disputed North who ever saw the laws that were there enact
now seriously threatened, and that a contin- j fact,
Eastern Boundary, showing the territory in
the wishes of the People, they will act with.-eite the attention which it so well deserves,
uance in the course we are pursuing, will*
12consistency and propriety in voting for General
it appears from this concise survey of the dispute, and exhibiting the marks and monu ed.
Mr. A. concluded by moving that the pe
probably plunge the country at no distant pe- | Jackson, as President ofthe United States; for present situation of the Union, as regards the ments, natural and artificial, and to cause li
riod, into dangerous—perhaps irremediable I by his re-election all these disastrous effects will principal branches of our foreign and domestic thographic impressions thereof to be execut tition be laid on the table and printed; which
confusion.
| certainly be produced. He is fully and three policy, that it is the duty of all patriotic citizens ed for the use of the Senate.
motion was agreed to by the House.
In the conduct of the foreign affairs, there times over pledged to the People to negative any not only not to aid in the re-election of the pres
The
Senate
adjourned
over
to
Tuesday
TUESDAY, DEC. 20.
has been, however, an appearance of success, bill that may be passed for re-chartering the ent incumbent to the Chief .Magistracy of the next.
in consequence of the fact that several ar- j Bank, and there is little doubt that the addition Union, bat to use their efforts to effect a change
Mr. Hoffman, from the Committee on Na
al
influence
which
he
would
acquire
by
a
re-elec

in
the
National
Administration
;
and
in
order
rangements with foreign powers, which had '
val Affairs, introduced two bills, one for the
TUESDAY, DEC. 27.
be
that such efforts may be made with success, the
been matured, & in some instances concluded,! tion,• would
.
, employed to carry
r through
>• r. Con,
Several petitions and memorials were pre construction of Naval Hospitals at Charles
under the preceding administration, have'i
Íít “™"'aryWhKb he h“ time has now arrived when it is necessary to
repea tedly proposed.
designate a candidate for the succession whose sented. Mr. Benton, from the Committee on < town, Mass.; Brooklyn, N. York, and Pensa
been made public under this. Such was the
It may be said, indeed, that the President’s name may be a rallying point and a principle of
without amend cola, and the other to provide for the coinpiecase with the treaties with Austria, with councillors do not agree with him on this subject union among the citizens who are opposed to the Military Affairs, reported,
r._....... o for equipping tion ofthe Naval Hospital at Norfolk, and the
ment, the bills for providing
Brazil, with Denmark, and with Turkey. In and may perhaps over-rule his opinion before the re-election of Andrew Jackson.
and mounting a portion ofthe army? and for Naval Asylum at Philadelphia. The bills were
announcing the conclusion of these arrange time of action shall arrive. In his recent report
In looking round the country for such a per
After; severally read a first and second tirne,&comments^ a President of an elevated and gener to Congress, the Secretary ofthe Treasury has, son, it is almost superfluous to say, that the eyes the armament of certain fortifications.
fitted to a Committee of the Whole on the
ous disposition would have taken delight in in fact, undertaken an apology for the Bank, of all are instinctively directed towards that il the consideration of Executive business the i State
of the Union. Mr. McDuffie, from the
doing complete justice to the merits of a po which coming from him, can be viewed in no lustrious citizen, who, after occupying the most Senate adjourned.
committee of Ways and Means reported a bill
litical competitor. General Jackson took to other light than as a formal defence of that in distinguished places in the gift of the people, and
explanatory of the act to reduce the duties
WEDNESDAY. DEC. 28.
himself, without scruple or ceremony, the stitution against the attack made upon it by the in all the departments of the administration, has
The following resolution submitted yester on tea, coffee, and cocoa, which was ah
whole credit of these negotiations, and on this President, although he concluded with the inti dwelt for some years past in tranquil retirement
mation, that his views may be modified in com in the bosom of the West. The qualifications and day by Mr. Holmes was considered and a- read twice and committed. Mr. Dearborn,
and other occasions, affectedly avoided to pliance
with those of the Executive; as if he
withdrew his resolution for the reduction of
mention the name of his predecessor. In the were not himself the head of the financial branch services of HENRY CLAY, are too well known greed to.
to require the aid of our testimony. As a states
Resolved, That the Secretary of the Treas the duties on tea, wines, spices, &c.; and af
recent treaty with France the principle adopt of that Department. It is one ofthe singulari man, advocate and oriftor, he has been, from his
ed by the last administration, in the arrange ties of our present political situation, thafwhile youth upward, the price of our courts and legisla ury be directed to communicate to the Senate 1 ter the presentation of several other resolu
ments with Denmark, was proposed as the we are told on the one hand, by the President’s tive halls.—As an ardent, fearless,and consistent copies of all the instructions to collectors ofj tions, upon the question of the reference of
one of which a long debate ensued, the House
basis of a compromise, and in consequence of partisans, that his acknowledged incapacity may friend of liberty and republican institutions, he the customs or other officers in respect to (
a favorable change in the internal policy of and will be remedied, by the employment of an has endeared himself to their friends throughout the British colonial trade, given or issued since I adjourned.
the former power, was assented to. The able Cabinet, we are now told, on the other hand the world, His devotion to this*great cause fur the proclamation of the President, of the 5th
WEDNESDAY, DEC 21.
treaty with Great Britain, supposing it even, by this •< able Cabinet,” that they cannot control nishes the surest guaranty that he will on all oc of October, 1830.
The bills sent to the Senate from the other
On motion of Mr. L. Condict, it was
which may well be doubted, to have been the the President’s conduct, and that their sounder casions, assert the supremacy of the laws, and
notions must be modified so as to meet the views that the Executive power in his hands, will be house yesterday, for their concurrence, were
Resolved, That the Committee of Invalid
best arrangement which circumstances ren of
the Executive. In what we are apt enough
Pensions be instructed to inquire into the ex
dered practicable, Was obtained by conces to consider as the corrupt and servile Courts of their faithful auxiliary. As one ofthe principal read a second time and referred.
founders
and
supporters
of
the
American
Sys

The bill authorising the President of the pediency of modifying the law which re
sions derogatory to the honor ofthe country, Europe, a Cabinet Minister who cannot prevail tem, he is entitled to the warm support of all who
and the dignity of the Government.
upon the “ Executive” from whom he holds his desire the prosperity of the great cause of domes United States to arm and equip a certain por quires an examination, by physicians, onceift
The administration have, in other respects, commission to adopt his views, resigns his com tic industry and internal improvement. The sig tion of the army, was read a second time two years, as to the continuance ofthe dis
mistaken the leading principles in the true mission. He deems it improper to modify his nal success with which he conducted the affairs and the second section thereof amended, on ability of the Invalid Pensioners.
of Mr. Benton, by filling the blank
On motion of Mr. Kavanaugh, it was
foreign policy of the country. With Russia, opinions, in order to suit them to the views ofthe of the Department of State evinces his capacity motion
with $25 000.
Resolved, That the Committee on Revo
our most important, powerful, and useful po Executive—in other words, to make himself re for the actual business of administration ; while
sponsible for a scheme of policy which he does
The bill providing for the armament of lutionary Pensions be instructed to enquire
litical ally, our relations have been wholly not approve. But supposing that the present the generous frankness and captivating warmth
...........
.. expediency
........... .. of placing the name of
his manners, eminently fit him -for a station, certain fortifications, by a further appropria- !into
the
neglected. At a critical moment in the polit Secretary ofthe Treasury if continued in place, of
where, in order to be useful, it is necessary to
ical affairs of Europe, when our influence would be able, when the time of action should conciliate the public favor as well as transact tion of the sum of $100,000 annually, for that ! John Fitzgerald, of Waldoborouo-h, in the
" ' of Maine,
'
• •
on the -list of- Revolutionary
with the Emperor of Russia might have been arrive, to over-rule the President’s opinion, sub with ability the public business. He has al purpose, was then taken up, and a motionj!cState
turned to the best account in favor of the stitute his own views for those ofthe Executive, ready been designated in various ways, and in all was made by Mr. Benton, in behalf of the | Pensioners, and of allowing him arrears of
cause of free government, when the breaking and stay this great mischief—what security can quarters of the country, as the candidate of the committee on Military Affairs, for its indefi pay.
out of a general war may render his influence the country feel that he will be so continued ? opposition, and we consider it the duty of all nite postponement.
Mr. Smith made some remarks in opposi w
THURSDAY, DEC.22.
In Europe of the highest importance to our Who can assure us that some explosion, result good citizens to use all the means in their power
tion to the motion of indefinite postponement,
selves, a distinguished citizen, who had for ing from causes too frivolous to be even made, for the purpose of securing his election.
A
petition
was
presented,
by Mr. Bates, from
In proposing, in connection with the name of which were answered by Messrs. Hayne and citizens of Massachusetts, praying the abolition
many years represented the country with ex with propriety, the subject of distinct allusion in
a
serious
political
document,
will
not
scatter
the
Holmes
;
and
the
motion
was
finally
carried,
H
enry
C
lay
,
as
a
candidate
for
the
Presidency,
traordinary credit and success at. St. Peters
of Slavery and the Slave Trade within the Dis
present'Cabinet, like the last, to the four winds that of John Sargeant, as a candidate for the 31 to 7.
burg, and who was known to be personally* of
trict of Columbia. Many resolutions were of
Heaven, and introduce into the Councils ofthe Vice Presidency of the United States, the Con
Agreeable to the Imperial family, is abruptly nation a new set of advisers, still more ready than vention offer to your suffrages a citizen of ac
fered and adopted ; among which were tbs
THURSDAY, DEC. 29.
recalled, and the affairs of the Legation left those who now occupy that place, to accommo knowledged talents, various accomplishments,
following:—by Mr. Drayton, instructing the
Very
little
business
was
transacted.
Mr.
in a wholly uncertain state.
date their opinions to the views ofthe Executive ? large experience in the highest and most honor Benton introduced
—.j. j a_ bill to abolish
i i- » the
• duty
’
! Committee on ±Foreign
vreigii /inairs,
w
Affairs, to euquuc
enquire into the.expediency of making compensation to
On the great subjects of internal policy The only security which the country can have able public trusts, unblemished reputation, and on Alum Salt.
American citizens, for losses sustained by
which have given rise to conflicting opinions for lhe proper discharge of the duties ofthe Ex the most ardent and unwearied zeal for the honor
French spoliations, committed prior to Sep
and adverse feelings among the. citizens, the ecutive, as of every other branch of the Govern and interests of the country. Pennsylvania has
FRIDAY,
DEC.
30.
ment, is the capacity, fidelity, and industry of the long looked up to him as one of her chief orna
tember 1800
by Mr. Blair, of Tennessee,
course of the President has been so inconsis individual
who is by law responsible for that De ments, and the citizens of other parts ofthe Un
The Vice President communicated a letter for appropriating the proceeds ofthe Sales of
tent and vacillating, that it is impossible for partment—that is, the President; and experience
ion, in placing him in the second office in the
any party to place confidence in his character has amply shown, that an individual who is unfit Executive Department of the Government, will from the Secretary of State, transmitting, in Public Lands, among the several statesand
or to consider him as a true and effective for the office himself, is equally unfit to select be happy to show their concurrence in sentiment compliance with a resolution of the Senate, territories, for the purposes of Internal Im
sixty copies of an engraved map ofthe North- provement and Education. Bills were report
friend. By avowing his approbation of a ju those who are to assume his responsibility, and with that great and patriotic State.
Eastern Boundary, now in dispute between
dicious tariff and at the same time recom be virtually Presidents under him.
Without meaning to encourage an undue con the Governments of the United Statesand ed for making provision for the relief of dis
tressed American seamen in Foreign coun
mending to Congress precisely the same pol
The Judiciary Department, an institution still fidence, which would only generate inactivity, Great Britain. The letter was read.
icy which has been adopted as the best plan || more important than any one cau be that merely we believe that, with proper exertion, the success
tries. Many private bills were acted on in
On motion of Mr, Holmes, it was then
committee of the Whole ,
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DEATH OP STEPMKN GIRABB.
The Philadelphia papers announce the
SHIP NEWS
MEETING OF THE LEGISLATURE.
Remaining in the Post- Office at Kennebunk,
The Legislature of Maine, agreeable to decease of this distinguished Merchant and
SATURDAY, JANUARY 7, 1832
December 31, 1831.
KENNEBUNK,
JANUARY 7.
Banker,
in
the
85th
year
of
his
age.
The
the Constitution^ assembled at the New State
A.
B. 0. D. E. F. G.
National Republican Address.—This House, in Augusta, and proceeded to an or National Gazette thus speaks of him :
MEMORANDA.
SA BROWN,—Rev. Phillip' ChamberStephen Girard, Esq. expired on Monday
Saco, Dec. 26—Ar. sip. Elizabeth, Boston;
Address will be found in the preceding col ganization yesterday.
lain—Elder Frederick Cogswell—Miss
afternoon at an advanced age. This death 28th, schs. Maine, Smith, do. ; Rebecca, Morrill,
IN SENATE.
umns. It will be read, we doubt not, with at
Elly Colby,—Thomas Dorinan.
The Senate was called to order by Mr. occasions a strong sensation, in consequence do.
tention and profit by all who are not chained Boutelle of Kennebec, who took the Chair.
of the vast wealth and extensive enterprise of Adv. at. New-Orleans, 14th ult. brig Lima,
H. I. J. K. L. M.
Daniel Hodsdon, Jun.—Josiah Hutchinsto the car of “ the party.” It is a plain,
The Governor- and Council came in, and i the deceased. He was. probably, the. richest Loid, of this port, for Boston.
Cid. at Mobile, J7th ult. bark Com. Morris, of Mrs. Tabitha Hutchins,—Miss Fanny Jefi merchant in the world. His net capital has
matter-of-fact paper, speaking boldly and j the Senators present were qualified.
j been supposed to be ten millions of dollars.— this port, for Cadiz.
ferds,—Col. Jesse Kimball-^Miss Mary Kim
A committee was Appointed to receive the i
fearlessly* of the political affairs of the
Ar. at New-Orleans, 12th ult. brig George,
| votes for President of the Senate, which were He had built, in this city, a great number of Lord, of this port, from Boston ; ship Mordeciii, ball,—Geo. & I. Lord, 3—Francis A. Lord, 2
country. We are told that a candidate is for R. P. Dunlap solid edifices, and was about to cover with
—Miss Betsey S. Littlefield—David Little, Ru
18
frOm New-York.
excellent dwellings his great square between Marsh,
nominated for the next Presidency in opposi
E. Scammon I
Cid.at Boston, 31st ult. brig Herschell, Patter fus'Lunt,—Joseph W. Mitchell—Mrs. Susan
Eleventh and Twelfth and Market and Ches son, for Havana. Sch. Pheaton, Gilpatrick, Nor Morrison.
T. Ingalls _
1
tion to Gen. Jackson, and we are told why
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
Nathaniel S. Littlefield was chosen Secre nut streets. He w7as a native of Bordeaux, folk.
such nomination is necessary. The reasons
in France ; pursued at first a sea-faring life ;
Ar. at Wilmington, 19th ult. brig Cadmus,
Andrew B. Shute—Miss Sophia Smith.
given must be satisfactory to every reflecting, tary, having 20 votes. Charles Morris was and came to this country before our Revolu Perkins, of this port, from Porto Rico; sch. Hen
chosen Messenger.
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
Emery, of Saco, from Nevis.
unprejudiced mind, and must convince the
A message was sent to the Governor and tion.—He resided in Philadelphia upwards of ry,Ar.
George G. Taylor—Edwin Towne—Samu
at Boston, 28th ult. schs. Wave, Eaton,
50
years.
Down
to
the
year
1811,
he
was
candid reader that the present administration Council, and also to the House, informing engaged exclusively in commerce, in which Wells; Iris, Littlefield, do.
el Treadwell.
26
is unworthy thé support of an enlightened, them that the Senate was organized.
JAMES OSBORN, Jun. Post-Master.
his
acuteness,
industry
and
good
faith
secured
SPOKEN.
Ordered, That the Secretary appoint an as
to him extraordinary success. He then pur
virtuous and republican people. This Ad sistant. He appointed Wm. F. Trafton.
28th ult. Cape Cod W. by S. 20 leagues, brig
chased the noble structure of the old Bank of! Richrnond-Packet, Gould, from this port, for
dress is from the pen of a gentleman of supe
The Secretary of State came in and laid on i
; the United States, and entered upon the bu- Porto Rico.
rior talents and extensive political knowledge. the table the votes for Senators, and they were i
Dec. 14, off Cape Henry, sch. Mary, Emery, Remaining in the Post Office, at Berwick, Me.
I' siness of a hanker, in which he flourished beDec. 31,1831.
referred
to
a
committee
consisting
of
Messrs.
22 days from Mobile, for Balt, lost deck load,
It comes from a convention as respectable, in
i
yond
all
example
in
this
country,
by
means
of
! Hunton, Ingalls, Keith, Davee, Burnham and !
bulwarks, camboose, jib, boats, and saiKtorn.
B. E. F. H. L. M.
i
those
qualities
to
which
he
owed
his
antewhatever point of view we may regard it, as Talbot.
| ! cedent prosperity. The notes of his bank
OSEPH BRACKETT, Joseph Ballard,
any which ever before assembled for any pur
Ship Hoogly, Bacon, from Batavia, Sept. 11,
Mr. Megquier presented a memorial of Abel.
Samuel Brackett, 2,—Hannah Earl,—
i were nearly as well known, and deemed as
Merrill and others, which was referred to the ; good, throughout the Union, as those of any went ashore about J past 6 o’clock evening of the
pose, in this country.
Edward Fogg,—Ivory Hovy, Oliver Hill,—
20th ult. on -’-antasket Beach, near Point .Xldercommittee having the Senatorial votes.
Hoag & Lang,—Tfiaddeus MorrelL
one of our corporate institutions. Great and
On motion of Mr. Gardiner, Ordered, That general curiosity has long bèen entertained j ton. The Hoogly, has a cargo of 5600 piculs,
Dedication and Installation.—The
| coffee, arrack, nutmegs, &c. to D. C. Bacon and
O. P. R. S. T. W.
the
Senate
to-morrow
at
ten
o
’
clock
proceed
Meeting-House in Wells, erected the past
----with regard to the testamentary distribution others.
Francis P. Odiorn,—Parks & Harris,—Rob-4
to the choice of chaplain.
A topsail sch. called the Betsey, of Wells, went
of his riches. Doubtless, some particular and
Season by the 2d Congregational Society in
The Secretary of State laid before the Sen
ashore in the snow storm of Wednesday night, ert Rogers,—Peter M. Stack pole, Martha
that town, was dedicated on Wednesday, ate the votes for Governor—referred to Messrs. authentic account will be given of his inter last week, on Plumb Island, a little to the north Stagpole,—Reuben Tebbets,—Hanner Whit
esting life. It must form an instance, scarce
28th ult. The services were as follows : In- ! Megquier, Boutelle and Emerson, with such ly to be paralleled, of a gradual progress ward of the Pines. She went on at high water, ham. MOSES HUBBARD, Post-Master.
and is imbedded in sand, but not bilged. She
Vocation and Reading of the Scriptures by as the House may join.
from humble poverty to princely opulence, wa§ from Wells, for Boston, laden with 20 cords
Adjourned.
by the efforts of a single individual, endowed wood, corn, barley, beans, butter and cheese.
Mr. Charles S. Adams ; Dedication Prayer,
with those faculties and dispositions which, She remained upright Thursday, and teams were Remainingin the Post-Office at Kennebunk
by Mr. Tyler, of Portland ; Sermon, by Mr.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
port, Janvffiy 1,1832.
in trade, turn the favor of Fortune to the lar employed in getting out the cargo.
Johnson of Saco ; Concluding Prayer, by
Mr. Knowlton, of Montville, called the gest accounts
Newburyport Herald.
B. C. D. F. J. Mx
Mn Bacon, of Sanford.—-Mr. Charles S. House to order, and nominated Gen. Steele,
When it is considered that ML Girard
OHN BELLOWS,—Jotham L. Cleaves,
as Chairman, who was thereupon chosen.
Adams was installed pastor of the 2d con I Mr. Kent moved that a committee be ap came to this country in the capacity, as is said,
The Scio, at Gloucester, fell in With, Dec 24,
George Cross, Mrs. A. McCloud,—Wil
gregational church in Wells, same day. In pointed to examine the credentials of mem- of a cabin boy, and without any resources but lat. 38 40, Ion. 71 30, brig Planter, of Norfolk,
liam C. Daniels,—Ephraim Freeman.—W. H.
his own talents and industry, his example which was blown out of Cape Mdy; Dec. 16,
*
vocation, reading the Scriptures, and first liers, and ascertain if a quorum be present, must indeed, prove a powerful stimulus to the while the Capt. and mate were ashore, and took JefferdSj—EliphaletP. Miller.
P. s.
prayer, by Mr. Fuller, of this town ; Sermon, and to report the names of those persons who youth of the nation. There are but few ex from her three men, John H. Hilton, Michael
Dudley H. Prescott, Mrs. Benjamin Per
j appear on the face of the certificates to be enti- amples of such prosperity ; but these few are Nolan and Cornelius Decatur ; also some run
by Mr. Tyler, of Portland ; Installing Prayer, i tied to seats in the House.
ning rigging, compasses, &c.—two men had been kins,—Theodore Stevens, Samuel Smith.
by Mr. Johnson, of Saco ; Charge, by Mr. I Air. White moved to strike out that part of | real. The stories of Whittinton and his cat, previously taken from her.
OLIVER BOURNE, P. M.
: and of Hogarth’s industrious apprentice, have
Merrill, of Eliot ; Right hand of Fellowship, 1 the motion which we have placed in italics ; their parallels in real life ; and are not mere
We understand that the Light House which
by Mr. Carpenter, of York ; Concluding and a debate thereupon arose, the first part of dreams of the imagination. Mr Girard has has been recently erected upon Eastern Point, in
which we did not hear in consequence of not. been a great benefactor to the city of Phila
Prayer, by Mr. Bacon, of Sanford.
the town of Gloucester, (Cape Ann) was light
HE Members of the Kennebunk Fire
obtaining a seat as reporter, the House being delphia, which, to use the language of the ! ed
up for the first time, on Sunday night, the
Society, are hereby notified that their
.
very
full.
United States Gazette, “ he has improved and first day of January.—It is a fixed light.
D edication.—The Meeting-House recently
annual meeting will be holden at Frost’s
£This motion was opposed by Mr. Kent and embellished by a vast number of elegant and
Hotel on the 31st day of January inst. at 6
erected by the Congregational Society in San | Mr. Hamlin and advocated by Mr. Knowlton
substantial buildings.” His individual indus
PROBATE NOTICES.
o’clock P. M. at which, time persons wishing
ford, was dedicated on Thursday, 29th ult. i and Mr. Clifford.]
try and judicious enterprise has thus furnishThe services were as follows : Invocation and | The question being taken on the amend- | ed employment and a comfortable subsistence j AL a Court of Probate, held at Alfred, within to unite with the society can apply.
Supper at an early hour.
’ .i
; to thousands. We have heard that he was ’ a,nd for the County of York, on the first. Mon
reading the Scriptures, by Mr. Adams,
JOHN LILLIE, Secretary.
against it 38, and thus amended the order was Ii liberal and charitable ; hut not ostentatious—
day in January, in the year of our Lord
Kennebunk, January 7th, 1832.
Wells ; Dedication Prayer, by Air. Marsh, of agreed to.
eighteen
hundred
and
thirty-two.
by
the
Hon

! In the year 1793, when the yellow fever first
ourable. WILLIAM'A. HAYES, Judge of
Biddeford ; Sermon and concluding Prayer,
The Chairman appointed Messrs. M’Crate made its appearance and spread its ravages
pectoral u ajlsa
said Court :
of
Nobleborough,
Magoun
of
Bath,
Smith
of
by Air. Johnson, of Saco.
through the city, Mr. Girard was a constant
A safe and very efficacious remedyfor
OSES HEARD, executor of the last will
Westbrook, Robinson of Vassalborough, and attendant at Bush Hill Hospital, regardless of;
and testament of Nathaniel Heard,
French Claims.—1,35 Memorials were Jarvis of Ellsworth, the committee to receive personal danger, attending the sick and dying, '
late of Sanford, in said county, yeoman, de
taken from the files of the U. S. Senate on the the credentials of members ; who reported and using his best efforts to stay the raging ceased, having presented his first account of rip HIS remedy is one that has been prethat more than 150 members were present, i
•
- 22d ult. and referred to the select committee n^atîtntincr
pared with special reference to the
constituting aa nnnrnm
quorum. Thp
The rpnnrt
report of
of the
the |j Pestilence.
t,csu,CMVt3*
______ _______
j administration of the estate of said deceased, Jb
! ___
early
of those
complaints
of. the brc.asr,
for allowance :
_._stages
o_______
.
,
on the subject of Claims for French Spolia committee was accepted.
i
Revolutionary
Officers
and
Soldiers.—
The
” i
ORDERED—That the said executor give J produced Ky colds, that by neglect, so often
Mr.
Clifford
moved
that
a
committee
be
tions prior to the 30th Sept. 1800. There were
]ay the foundation of Consumption ; iand‘ yet,.
appointed to wait upon the Governor, and in • bill reported to the Senate by the Committee notice to all persons interested, by causing a lay
'
on
Pensions,
“
for
the
relief
of
certain
survifrom this State the Memorials of
copy of this
beJ,,,published
three
if -seasonably
and
judiciousv...^ order to
--------------------—7---- | I which
,,
------ J attended to -J---------“■
form him that a quorum of the House were
present and ready to be qualified. Mr. Clif- 'I ving
vmg officers
oincers and
ana soldiers
soiaiers of
oi the
me Revolution
ivevoiuuon, ” weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga- ly treated, will yield to the proper remedies,
J oseph Moody and others, of Kennebunk.
ford was appointed as the committee, who, I Provides ha each person who served in the zette, printed
----- ---at ------------------------__
............
.
r
_
Kennebunk, in said county, j This preparation has been found by repeatHenry Clark and others, of Kennebunk-port.
after retiring, reported that he had waited on j Continental line, btate troops, volunteers, or t}jat they rnay appear at a Probate Court to ! ed trials to be successful in curing coughs,
Joseph Emerson and others, of Scarborough. thé Governor and Council, who informed him I æditia, at one or more times, a period ot two be held at South-Berwick, in said county, on hoarseness and soreness of the lungs and
Woodbury Storer and others, of Portland.
that they would attend forthwith ; and the yearsi dunng the war of the Revolution, and the first Monday in February next, at ten of throat, produced by colds and the influenza.
J and■ Council
- soon entered’’, escorted. ; wlm
L in. ..
--------------.> _i_
------cause,
------ :r,
taUen without Subjecting the
Governor
who IS
is not pntiilpil
entitled rr.
to nnv
any lipnpfit
benefit under the ^*e clock
the*7forenoon,
and
shew
ifj jt niay
Otis Little and others, of Castine.
“by the Sheriff of Kennebec. The Governor ;
Act» shall recewe a pension equal tf Hfriy they hav<?, why the said account should ’ person to the ineonvenienue of an alteration
James m iuer tmo-vurcreymnrasT.
in food or any eoufinem«Bi from air or any
took the »peaker’s Chair, and administered to his full pay in said service, according to his not be allowed.
John Crosby, of Hampden.
unpleasant effects, yet warm clothing affords
Attest,—Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
the members present, the oath required by rank, commencing on the 1st of Jan. 1830, !
Abiel Wood and others, of Wiscasset.
and
continuing
during
the
term
of
his
natural
an important aid in the cure of these com
A true copy—Attest,
the Constitution, except Messrs. Knowlton,
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
life
;
and
that
each
person
who
served,
at
one
j
Aaron Blaney and others, of Bristol.
plaints.
Swett, and one or two others, who had conscior
more
times,
a
period
less
than
two
years
Jan. 7.
For Sale by
1 from Arermont—5 from New-Hampshire — encious scruples against taking an oath, and
but
not
less
than
six
months,
shall
receive
a
JOHN LlLLlEj Kennebunk.
17 from Massachusetts—6 from Rhode Island to these an affirmation was administered by pension “ bearing such proportion to the an At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within and
the Governor.
for the county of York, on the first Monday
—13 from Connecticut—13 from New York—
nuity
granted
to
the
same
rank
for
the
term
of
The Governor and Council having retired,
in January, in the year of our Lord eigh
2 from New-Jersey—13 from Pennsylvania— Mr. Clifford moved that a committee of five two years, as his term of service did to the
teen hundred and thirty-two, by the Hon.
term aforesaid.” That is, if a man served an
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said iPAihsaiaiB
,saaiMbiBiB
1 from Delaware—19 from Maryland—5 from be appointed by the Chair to receive, sort, aggregate of one year, then he is to have half
,
Court:
|
EQUEST all personsj having unsettled
the District of Columbia—12 from Virginia— and count the votes for Clerk.
Messrs. Clifford, Kent, Cilley, Phelps, and pay ; if only six months, a quarter pay ; and TTY AVID BOYD, Guardian of Ira Black, j ...... . .....
accounts
them tto call and make
......... with
...................
9 from N. Carolina—3 from S. Carolina—2 Swett were appointed the Committee.
■ so for any intermediate period. It is provi
vah Black
, navrnen
t or tneir
settleaccounts
their accounts
Lavina Black, and Alvau
payment
or seine
wnnouiwithout
mr- fur-?
ded,
however,
that
no
officer
shall
receive
a
from Kentucky-1 from Ohio-1 from Alabama
On motion of Mr. White, the call of the
minors and children of Jacob Black, late of t;ier notice—“ Short reckonings make lon^»
higher pension than the pay of a captain.
House
was
returned,
when
168
members
|
Limington,
in
said
county,
yeoman,
deceased,
f
r
i
en(
isf
—
Thebeginning
of
the
year
is the '
-2 from Louisiana-1 from Missouri—Total 135.
were reported present. The Committee ap
having presented his first account of guardi- time
•
■ over---J —
— accounts.—
to ’look
and
square ■up
Melancholy Death.—We learn by the Ded anship of his said wards for allowance :
New Papers.—We have received the first ;pointed to receive, sort, and count the votes
Those who cannot pay can settle, and those
ORDERED—That the guardian give no that neglect to do either may expect to be
Clerk, reported the whole number of votes ham Advocate, that the Rev. Alfred V. Bas
number of the “ Daily Journal,” published by for
•
sett, Minister of the Universalist Society in tice to all persons interested, by causing a copy called upon in a different way.
to be 168
j
Messrs. Eaton Severance, at Augusta—the
that town, committed suicide on Monday ; of
this order to be published three weeks. sucNecessary to a choice, 85
L.vfe
Kennebunk, Dec. 31, 1831.
r
; Kennebunk
• . -J Gazette,
.
. printed
. q
night last, by cutting his throat with a razor ! cessively in the
first number of the semi-weekly “ American
Joseph G. Cole, of Paris had 117
Mr. B. had been unwell for several days pre- I at Kennebunk, in said county, that they may CHAIRS & IaOOIONC
Richard H. Vose, of Augusta,
41
Advocate,” published by Messrs. Robinson
vious, with the prevailing influenza; and it is appear at a Probate Court to be held at South
Albert Bingham,
- 3
Baker, at Hallowell.—The State Herald, pub
!
‘.................................
/.
supposed
that
this induced a derangement
of", Berwick, in said county, on the first Monday
H. H. Vose,
1
ILLIAM LORD has just received a
r
’--------------------------------of
r | in February
’
J’’ of the clock in
• the
.. .
lished at Portsmouth, comes to us this week
mind,
which
occasionedJ -the
commission
next, at ten
Edward Kent,
- 2
lot of Chairs and Gilt fraPied Look
Mr.
Bassett
was
25
years
of
j
the
fatal
act.
forenoon,
torenoon,
and
shew
cause,
if
n
any
they
mey
have,
nave,
Scattering, 3
enlarged and improved.
On motion of Mr. Clifford, a committee of age, a native of Atkinson, N. H., and bad ! why the said account should not be allowed. ing Glasses.
The Boston Daily Advertiser and Boston
December 24, 1831.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
five was raised to receive, sort and count the been settled about two years in Dedham. He
is represented as a young man of respectable | A true copy—Attest,
Patriot have been united and will hereafter votes for Speaker.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Mr. Knowlton, of Montville, Mr. Dummer, talents, amiable manners, and kind disposi
be published under the title of the Boston
Jan. 7.____________
tion.—Essex Gazette.
N pursuance of a petition of Jacob Fish;
Daily Advertiser and Patriot, and a semi of Hallowell, Bailey, of Parsonsfield, Hamlin,
of Columbia, and Smith, of Gray, were ap
At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, within
er, Esq. and others, inhabitants of
weekly paper will be issued, called the Inde pointed by the Clerk presiding.
and
for
the
county
of
York,
on
the
first
Mon

A letter from Richmond, Va. mentions that
School District No. 5, in the Town of Kenne
pendent Chronicle and Boston Patriot. From
day
in
January,
in
the
year
of
our
Lord
bunk,-the inhabitants of said district qualified
The committee having performed their du Mrs. Marshall, wife of Chief Justice Marshall,
eighteen hundred and thirty-two, by the Hon by law to vote in town affairs, are hereby no
the known talents of the editors of the Ad ty, reported that the whole number of votes died on Sunday last. Judge Marshall and
ourable
WILLIAM
A.
HAYES,
Judge
of
tified to meet at the School House in said
vertiser and Patriot, we venture to predict were
1173 his lady had lived together forty-nine years.
said Court :
district, on Monday the 9th day of January
87
N the petition of Nathan Goodwin, ad A. D. 1832, at past 6 o’clock in the evening,
that the united paper will rank among thè best Necessary to a choice,
Salt.—Accounts from Turks Island to Dec.
118
Benj. White, of Monmouth has
ministrator
of
the
estate
of
William
Good

dailies in the country.
for the purpose of choosing a School Ag^nt,
47 16, say Salt had risen from 16 to 20 cts. and
Edward Kent, of Bangor,
win, late of Acton, in said county, deceased,
Committee, and to transact any other business
5 was very scarce.
representing that the personal estate of said which may legally come before said meeting.
State Legislature.—The particulars of Wm. Clarke,
Scattering,.
-3
deceased
is
not
sufficient
to
pay
the
just
debts
MICHAEL WISE, Agent.
HYMEN E AU.
the organization of the legislature of this
On motion of Mr. Kent, Ordered, That the
which he owed at the time of his death by
Kennebunk, Dec. 22, 1831.
State will be found in another column. The rules of the House at the last session, be the
MARRIED—In New-York, Doct. Francis the sum of three hundred dollars, and praying
Daily Journal says the House omitted to ap rules of the House until further ordered. Al Colwell, to Miss Harriet B. Tucker, former for a license to sell and convey so much of
so, Ordered ; That a committee of three be ly of this town.
the real estate of said deceased as may be
point a committee to meet the committee of
appointed to report rules and orders of the
In Biddeford, Mr. Caleb S. Staples, to Miss necessary for thé payment of said debts and
the Senate, to count the votes for Governor, House.
Olive Plaisted.
incidental charges :
Wednesday afternoon-consequently the Gov
Messrs. Kent, of Bangor, Williams, of Au
In Kittery, Mr. William Phillips, to Miss Jo
ANTED by the subscriber a quantity of
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
anna
Beal.
gusta,
and
Knowlton
of
Montville,
were
ap

tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and
ernor’s Message was not expected before yes
White Oak Hhd. HOOPS.
In
Limerick,
Boardman
Johnson,
Esq.
to
Mrs.
pointed on the committee.
WM. LORD.
to all persons interested in said estate, by caus
terday or to-day.
On motion of Mr. M’Crate, a message was Abigail Meder.
ing a copy of this order to be published in
Dec. 23, 1831._____________ _________ _
sent
to
the
Governor
and
Council,
and
at
the
the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenne
Massachusetts Legislature.—The leg
OBITUARY.
THE
suggestion of the Chair, a message was sent
bunk, in said county, three weeks successive
islature of Massachusetts assembled at Boston, to the Senate, informing both bodies that the
MedUal Society of^taMe .
DIED—In this town, on Monday last, Mrs. ly, that they may appear at a Probate Court to
on Wednesday last. The Senate was organ House is organized and ready to proceed to Salosa, wife of Mr. Nathaniel M. Towle, aged be holden at South-Berwick, in said county,
ILL hold their semi-annual Meeting at
the new Hotel in Augusta, on Wed
ized by the choice of William Thorndike, business.
33 years. She was highly respected for the on the first Monday in February next, at ten
On
motion
of
Mr.
Hamlin,
of
Columbia,
nesday, the 11th day of January next, at 11
many amiable traits of character which she pos of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause
of Essex, President, and the re-election of
Ordered, That the House hold two sessions a sessed. Her life was an ornament to her family
rA. M.
Charles Calhoun Secretary. In the House, day, until otherwise ordered—meeting at 9 and a blessing to society. Her various domestic if any they have, why the prayer of said pe o’clock
The Annual Meeting stands adjourned to
tition should not be granted.
William B. Calhoun, was re-elected Speak o’clock, A. M., and 2 P. M.
and social relations were sustained with that af
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
the same day and place at 10 o’clock, A. M»
On motion of Mr. Jarvis, of Ellsworth, Or fection and sincerity which endeared her to all.
Diplomas will be ready for delivery at the
A true copy—Attest,
er and Luther S. Cushing was chosen
In
the
removal
of
this
excellent
woman
a
bereav

W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
dered, That a Committee be appointed to re- J
meeting.
Clerk.
ed
husband
mourns
the
loss
of
a
devoted
wife,
port a list of Representatives, with the town I
Per order,
Jan. 7.
_______ — and
an
extensive
circle
of
relatives
and
friends
or class represented by each member, and the | are deprived of the society of one to whom they
BENJ A. D. BARTLETT, Rec’g Sec’y.
Since the publication of our last number a Ul
«Ï hl-t
And Messrs. Jarvis, were ardently attached. But while they thus
Bath, Dec. 15th, 1831.
number of
his seat
new year has entered upon its course—to our ( Kent and Smitl
AND BOARDS.
Smith of Westbrook were appoint mourn, they are not without hope, that their loss
patrons and friends we wish it may be a happy ed on the committee.
M. FEET Hemlock Plank 2 inches
is her gain.
\_Communicated.
On motion of Mr. Lowell, of Machias, Or
thick, and 10 M. feet Hemlock
In Biddeford, 30th ult. Miss Sally, daughter
one.
dered, that the Clergymen of Augusta and
Boards square edged and free from shakes,
Widow Staples, aged 37.
It appears that Mr. Tipton, U. S. Senator Hallowell be requested to officiate as Chap of In
PALMER & MILLER.
Saco, on the 28ih ult. James Francis, wanted by
HE subscriber has for sale a quantity of
from Indiana, is a friend to the present Na lains of the House alternately, according to youngest son of Georoe Thacher, Esq;, aged 3
Kennebunk, Jan. 4,1832.______ _
New Flour.
WILLIAM LORD.
years and 3 months. On the 29th ult. Freder
seniority.
tional Administration.
Dec. 24,1831-____________ _
On motion of Mr. Shapleigh of Berwick, ick Clark, son of Mr. Jeremiah Marshall,
The
<
That
committee be
appointed to
Xu«? South Carolina Legislature adjourned
„ nns«pH Ordered, 1
tiat a commiuee
ue appnu.™
— aged 3 months.
In Limerick, 11th ult. Ohvp Weymouth, rpURKS ISLAND and Liverpool SALT,
without day 17th ult. 32 Acts were passed
.
gome guitable person as door keeper.
J
_
cocuinn
*
«
xt
..
.
_
____
J
O
’
O
IM
i’or
daughter
of
Mr.
Lot
Wiggin,
aged
8 years.
•during the session.
And then the House adjourned to 2, P. M.
F#r Safe
For Sale at
D. HEMIC H’S FookStoRk.
In Nottingham, N. H. on the 17th ult. Hon.
Afternoon. A committee was appointed to Bradbury
Wm. F. Gallison, (Jackson) was elected
ICent^bunk, Dec. 9, 1831.
Cillev, a very wealthy and respectable
Jan.3,1832.
Renresentative from the District of Robinson, wait on the clergy men of Augusta and Hallowell I eitisen. m hi»^ year
„
D » «..1 i._ and invite them to officiateand
*« Ufcaplain«.
invite themVo officiate at Chaplain*.
Ferry, &c. 24th ult. on the 5th trial.
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DEFERRED articles.

“ new goods.

A GOOiJ STAWB

FOB. A TBADEB.

CONSUMPTION!

Asthma ! & Catarrh!

■JN that long train of diseases which seem to'
The National Republican Convention.—A mHE subscriber has just received a prime AN excellent stand for a Store and Potash
A CASTLE IN THE AIR.
particularly for one who washes to set Jl grow with the growth of civilized society,
good spirit appears to have prevailed at the i assortment of goods, among which are :
RY PROFESSOR FRISBIK.
recent Convention at Baltimore. “ A gen Black, Blue, Olive and Mixed Broad Cloths; tle down for permanent business—where
much could now be done, and constantly in
I’ll tell you, Friend, what sort of wife,
tleman in Bàlïimoré,” under date of Dec. 16, Do. Cassimeres ; Petersham Coating ;
creasing—in a good town and neighborhood, takes the lead in its relentless inroads upon
Whene’er I scan this scene of life,
writes, “ There is but one sentiment among Kerseys; Sattinets; Vestings;
Inspires my waking schemes ;
near valuable water power, which is now in human life
our friends here—that we can certainly elect Goats hair, Silk and Worsted Camlets ;
yet this dreadful disorder is
And when I sleep, with form so light,
part improved by a Sawmill and Carding ma- easily overcome in its earlier stages. It is
Clay and Sergeant as President and Vice ( Rob Roy and Tartan Plaids ; Merinos ;
Dances before my ravished sight,
ehine—can now be had on application to the
President,
and
the
members
of
the
Conven

only when neglected that it arrives at the
Circassians; Bombazetts; Rattinet; Flannels;
In sweet aerial dreams.
tion separate with a determination so to do. Calicoes ; French Prints ;
subscriber
terrific maturity which so often baffles theI never hoped such an assemblage of talent Fancy, Silk and Cotton Handkfs 1 Shawls ;
The rose its blushes need not lend,
Also, a Blaclismitli Waited. sagacity of professional science. Aneó«
and respectability, and there is but one sen Gro. de Naples Silk ; Pongee ; Barrage ;
Nor yet the lily with them blend,
An excellent stand for a Blacksmith, who
timent as to the propriety of our measures. White and Colored Cambricks ; Muslins ;
To captivate my eyes.
can have the immediate business of probably stihdte Cough: is the customary forertmner
Give me a cheek the heart obeys,
No other man than Clay was thought of or
more than sixty families, can be had as above; ofthe PULMONARY CONSUMPTION,
Laces
;
Linens
;
Black
Silk
&
Tabby
Velvets
;
And, sweetly mutable displays
intimated. The enthusiastic expression of Green and Plaid Table-cloths; Oil Cloth ;
The shop will probably be ready to receive an Improper neglect in the timely administra^
Its feelings as they rise ;
every member in favor of that fllhsti’ious cit
occupant in a little more than one week, with tion of simple and salutary remedies, is sure
Cords; Braids ; Ribbons ; Sheetings ;
izen is of a character to cheer up the most
the opportunity of attaching to it a Trip-ham to be reproved by a dreadful succession of
Features, where pensive, more than gay,
Shirting^;
Ticking
;
Factory
Yarn
;
Cold and doubting friend of the Constitution
mer. It will have the privilege ofdoingthe lion consumptive symptoms : oppression ofthe
Save when a rising smile doth play,
and the great interests of the Republic. I Comforters ; Combs ; Gloves ; Umbrellas ;
work of a Grist Mill, with two run of Stone, breast ; greenish and bloody spittle ; ulcerThe sober thought you see ;
Mens
’
and
Boys
’
Caps,
&e.
&c.
wish you could have been present and have
Eyes, that all soft and tender seem ;
which is now in progress of being erected.
become acquainted with the high minded
And kind affections round them beam,
Oroeei’ieig.
None need apply but such as can bring good ated lungs and hectic fever; shrivelled ex.
and patriotic gentlemen here assembled from Young Hyson & Souchong Teas ; Coffee;
tremities and general emaciation of the’
But most of all on me ;
recommendations.
all parts of the Union. You would have been Cliocolate ; Cocoa Shells ; Molasses ;
whole body ; prostration of strength ; flush
Also,
a
ClotMer
is
Wanted.
A form, though not of finest mould,
proud of your country and gloried in the j Havana, Porto Rico and Loaf Sugar ;
ed cheeks ; swollen feet and legs ; and,
One
ofthe
best
stands
in
the
county
for
a
Where yet a something you-, behold
cause we advocate.
, 1 Cheese ; Rice ; Indigo ; Tobacco ; Pork ;
Unconciously doth please ;
Clothier, can be had as above. No one near last, in full possession of the menial factfl.
A system of complete organization ofthe ! Soap ; Ginger; Pepper; Spice ; Cassia ;
Manners, all graceful without aft,
er than twelve miles. A good and faithful ties, and while hope still whispers her flatNational Republican party has been matured j Pollock and Hake Fish ; Winter Oil;
That to each look and word impart
workman, would at once command the im tering tale—cold extremities, and a premaand
adopted,
extending
to
every
State,
coun

Corn
Brooms,
&c.
&c.
A modesty and ease.
mediate business of-probably more than one lure death.
ty and town in the United States.—10,000
hundred and thirty families. First rate rec
copies
the address and proceedings
„,___of___________
„ ofthe
Hard Ware.
For the varuws stages of this complaint^
But still her air, her face, each charm,
ommendations
will bet’herequired.
Those of'
in « ■ ' of the most approved remedies ever
___ ;__ ____
A
in at Knives and Forks ; Shoe Knives ;
Convention
are to_ be forth
with published
Must speak a heart with feeling warm,
pYces'for
7bove —
branches
Iron
and
Plated
Table
Spoons
;
Tea
do.
;
Washington.—Let us now throw away all
And mind inform the whole ;
ni-c invited
invitp.d to
tn come
i'.nmfi and look for <discoveied is
business are
With mind her mantling cheek must glow,
ideas of doubt, and let the battle cry be Clay Brass Candlesticks ; Coffee Mills ;DR. RE LEE’S
Her voice, her beaming eye must show
and Sergeant,—God and our Country,—and Shovel and Tongs ; Iron Shovels ; Bellows ; themselves.
Some
other
trades
would
find
good
encour

An all-inspiring soul.
Brashes ; Nails 4d to 40d;
victory is certain.
agement here—particularly a good Tanner
7 by 9 & 8—40 Glass, &c. &c.
This exceedingly powerful, and yet eAh ! could I such a being find,
and Currier, could he connect with it the
T
he
I
nfluenza
.
—
This
disorder
seems
to
qually safe and innocent preparation, has
»
Also an assortment of
And were her fate to mine but joined
manufacturing
a
part
of
his
own
Leather,
eith

prevail extensively throughout the country,
HOLLOW & CROCKERY 'WARE.
By Hymen’s silken tie,
effected thorough and rapid cures upon pa
er as Shoe-Maker or Saddler.
and in many cases has proved fatal. During
To her myself, my all I’d give,
Lord.
tients supposed to have been far advanced
The
above
mentioned,
stands
for
business,
the week before last, in New York, the num
For her alone delighted
Kennebunk, December 24, 1831.
are situated near the head of Webb’s Pond, in a confirmed Consumption, and who have
For her consent to die.
ber of deaths amounted to 187—â number
surrounded by settlements,—where two coun exhibited the appearances which usually in.
seldom equalled in the most sickly season—
ty roads noW branch out from each other, are dicate a fatal termination of the disorder,
Whene’er by anxious gloom oppressed,
the largest number in any week within the
On the soft pillow of her breast
last 5 years being 204. In Philadelphia, Bos A S many of oUr patrons calculate oh pay- connected with the best Water Power in the,
DR. RELFE’S PILLS have also oh.
My aching head I’d lay :
*
ton, and many other places, the number of 7A ing for their papers in Wood or Coun town, where business in Lumber, Wool card- |¡tainedthe highest character as a Pectoral'
At her sweet smile each care should cease,
ing
and
Brick-making
is
now
carried
on
—
and
j
deaths has been unusually large. The New try Produce, we would remind them that
I Medicine, affording the most unexpected re
Her kiss.infuse a balmy peace,
York Journal of Commerce says—“ The the present is a favorable opportunity for are so situated as to town roads, the lay of! lief to those laboring under the common
And drive my griefs away.
cause of this uncommon mortality is the pre bringing or forwarding it to us. We will re the land, and location in the town, as natu
vailing Influenza—for, though not a formida ceive Wood, Corn, Rye, Wheat, Barley, Oats, rally to command most of the business of a Cough, occasioned by acrid humors irritat
In turn, I’d soften all her care,
Butter,
Cheese, Woollen
and Cotton & Wool large and thriving township, and probably ing the throat, or by defluctions on the
“i? VylltJVovj
vv uviion ciuv*
Each thought, each wish, each feeling share ; ble disease in itself, it proves fatal in a great jL>Ull
Should sickness e’er invade,
many cases where thé constitution has been I Cloth, in payment of debts, if offered seton. I will eventually near the whole of it, together longs — symptoms which deprive the sufferer
My voice should soothe each rising sigh,
previously shattered, and will no doubt sow From those "who neglect this call beyond the wjth some ofthe adjoining towns.
of sleep, and gradually introduce the long
My hand the cordial should supply,
the seéds of consumption in hundreds of oth ! 20th January next, we shall expect Cash,
AI§®,<T®odNew
Limi
fbr
Sale.
train of Pulmonary affections. The Pills
I’d' watch beside her bed.
ers.—Only 11 last week weré put down to the j As there áre many among 011T patrons who
appease the cough, promote easy experto,
The
subscriber
w
’
ill
give
the
choice
of
Lots
credit of Influenza—but then there are 43 by I are indebted from five to twefity dollars for
Should gathering clpuds our sky deform,
Papers, on such we call for an immediate set of excellent Land in Weld, Phillips, North- ration, véry essentially relieve, and often
consumption,
17
by
inflammation
ofthe
lungs,
My arms should shield her from the storm ;
- --- -> and Plantations No. 1 and No. 8,—-at entirely cure the most obstinate and distress
13 by croup, and others by different diseases, tlement, and assure them, that unless this nó- I¡ Salem,
And, were its fury hurjed,
t tice is attended to we shall be compelled to from 6s. to 7s. 6d. per acre,
ing cases.— Common Colds are usually regenerated
or
aggravated
by
Influenza,
suffi

My bosom to its bolts I’d bare,
j resort to more cóérsive measures to obtain a
cient to swell the number to 100.”
moved by the Pills in a few hours.
Also, Two half Townships of
In her defence undaunted dare
I settlement.
Defy the opposing world.
In the harrassing and suffocating com.
1ANB
WM
SALE-.
Destructive fire in Buffalo.—By an extra ' To those who have been punctual in their
The subscriber will give the choice half of i plaint ofthe asthma, the Pilis give imme
Together should our prayers ascend,
from the office of the Buffalo Journal, we payments, we tender our sincere thanks,
Two Townships of Land, already organized ! diate relief. They mitigate the complaint,
Together humbly would we bend,
learn that an eXténsive conflagration took
J AML J xv. RLMICH.
To praise the Almighty name ;
place in that beautiful town on the evening of
Office.
1_8M ____ ____________ as plantations, with Mills erected, and roads in and generally effect a radical curé, in those
And when I saw her kindling eye
much progress. And to a company of two Asthmatic attacks characterised by difficuh
the 15th ult. The fire commenced in the |
Sfnmeítíñteíy9
Beam upwards to her native sky,
or more, on terms unusually favorable.
ty of breathing, tightness and stricture across
Joiners
’
shop
near
the
Corner
of
a
block
of!
My soul should catch the flame.
ALSO—He has for sale several places with the breast and in the lungs, oppressive flat
buildings usually known as the “ Kremlin i IF’OO.O,
and
corner,” upon Main st. The block bounded ¿TYF those indebted to the subscriber, who more or less improvements on them.—Among ulences, wheezing, coughing, hoarseness,cos
Thus nothing should our hearts divide,
by Main, Eagle, Pearland Niagara streets,'
prefer paying in these articles to Cash, which is one of 190 acres good land—40 into i tiveness & many other asthmatic symptom?.
But on our years serenely glide,
grass, 150 apple-trees on it, barn, shed with a I
And all to love be given" !
comprising twenty-three wooden buildings, |
BURLEIGH SMART,
As the Pills require in ordinary cases nh
chimney, and a house frame—say 8 tons of hay !
And when life’s little scene was o’er,
except one barn and two small houses, both I Dec. 17.
______ ’
We’d part to meet and part no more,
and 2 or 3 thousand of boards. This lies on confinement, they may be administered tfilli
confidence and safety to all ages and classes
But live and love in Heaven.
the road from Phillips to No. one.
Another of 600, on the north side of Ellis of people. Unexampled success has hith
clock in the eVening, during a perfect gale, I
ANDEL & HAYDN, and BridgeA new journal has been established in with snow, from the south west, and so rapid ;
water Collections of SACRED Pond in No. 8, with a small orchard on it—■ erto attended .their administration in a great
Paris for the purpose of giving more com was the conflagi’ation that the last building 1 MUSIC, for sale by the dozen or single, at and say 25 acres into grass. This for beauty of variety of cases ; and the Proprietor can
plete reports of the proceedings of the two was down by nine.—At the commencement, piiblishers’prices, by
situation and excellence of land is well worth refei’ to a multitude, which testify to their
D. REMICH.
legislative bodies than are furnished in the the most lively fears were entertained that i pec. 17, 1831.
examining.—All the above will be sold on ac efficacy in reviving the emaciated victiffl
other newspapers. “ What is chiefly remar the flames would cross Eagle street, only •
commodating terms to the purchaser and part
I»'.»
kable in the management of the Stenographs fom' rods in width, in which case nothing ?
pay received in Produce. Apply to
to the blessings of accustomed health and
V J
JACOB ABBOT.
is the Unexampled degree of rapidity with could have saved the Eagle tavern, and the
activity.
which it is produced. The printing-office is wooden buildings upon each side of it, extend
Weld, County of Oxford, Nov. 22, 1831.
ANTED by the subscriber,
THE BENEFICIAL EFFECTS
situated in a temporary wooden building im ing half a mile.
good ship timber for ves
mediately adjoining the hall of the deputies,
VAatTABSE
Resulting from the administration of Df.
sels from fifty to three hundred
so near as to be almost within hearing of the
Relfe’s Asthmatic and Consumptive
tons.
An old gentleman near Baltimore was late
WOOD & TIMBER LAND
tribune. The reporters relieve each other ly threatened with death if he did not send
Pills, exhibited in the following
every five minutes,. and, proceeding to the $■800 in a letter to the Baltimore Post Of
casest
A Copper-fastened BRIG of
printing-office with their notes in short hand, fice, directed B. L. A letter was sent, and
A Physician, M. D. and Druggist, re
about 250 tons, now on the stocks.
there dictate to the compositors what they the person who called for it arrested. He
LOT of LAND in Berwick,
have just heard, after Which they return to has hitherto stood high for integrity and
on the road leading from cently writes : The Asthmatic Pills ^Relfe’s)
All persons indebted to the Subscriber are
take their turn of duty in the gallery, or rath good conduct, and said he had been request requested to settle and pay.
Sanford, on the south-west side of are invariably well spoken uf by those who
er, for the sake of greater accuracy and des ed by a stranger at a tavern to ask for such a
Bonnabeag Pond, to S. Berwick, use them.”
WILLIAM GOOCH.
patch, at a table close to the tribune, from letter ; but the stranger could not be found
couunmug about 72 Acres in the southerly
Wells, Dec. 15, 1831.
Mrs. -------, of this City, was three yéatt
which the deputies address'the Chamber. In and thé man is in prison.
half of the Goodwin Lot, so called, situate seriously afflicted with consumptive symp
Comsoissioners ’ Notice.
this way, if a speech Exceeds half an hour in
about one mile from the Saw and Grist Mills toms, as pain in the side, almost perpetual
length, the beginning of it may be seen in
E having been appointed by the Judge near the late Win. Johnson’s—Also, One day
A female 70 years old, was found dead on
cough, spitting of blood, general debility,
of Probate for the county of York to
the hands of deputies in a printed form long
in
New-York
last
Wednesj
and examine the claims ¿fthe credit. in said Saw Mill—and is about one and a half &c. — in this distressing state, unable to si.
before the orator has descended from the tri
miles North-west from the Pond Mill, adjoin
day,
whither
she
had
gone
intoxicated.
An
f
bune. As soon as the debate is concluded,
ing the river, where logs can be floated to said op, and not expecting to live many days,
JOHN SWETT
the matter, in technical phrase, is made up, intemperate man was frozen to death near I
Mill.—This Lot has a heavy growth of Pine, she was advised to take Dr. Relfe’s Aslh-I
Bustleton,
Pa.
on
Sunday
sennight.
His
cries
Jate
of
¡
n
said
county,
Esquire,
deceasand being submitted to orte of those machines
Hemlock, White Oak and other hard wood mafic Pills, and also Dr. Jebb’s Liniment
neard.
by
tile
neighbors
who
could
not
!
ec
],
whose
estate
is
represented
insolvent,
give
made by Mr. Napier, the printing is conclu
on it, and its soil is good for cultivation and
ded with a rapidity proportionably equal to find him. Mary Cunningham and John ; notjce that six months commencing the twen- pleasantly situated for a farm. For further to be applied to her side, which she W,
and to the astonishment of every one,ini
Hinkle, intemperate persons, were frozen to i ty-eighth day of November instant, have been
the composition.”
death in the Streets of Baltimore on Saturday ajiOwed to said creditors to bring in and prove particulars enquire of
short time she was perfectly restored h
THOMAS I.. CUTTS, of Berwick,
— attend the ser
their claims, and- that we will
A Risible Precaution.—A circumstance arid Sunday week.
health.
or of the subscriber at Saco.
vice assigned us at the dwelling house of the
happened during the action, which gave Boli
A lady of Framingham, was severe!)
Conditions of Sale.—One third Cash, the
Nat. Turner^
in U
his
confessions, UCVldlüD
declares | (jeceftseu
deceased ill
in ÖCltU
said 1J.UI11Ö,
Hollis, ULI
on the
Monday
auiuvm XU
1O VUIHÜOÖJUIJ»,
CLIC Jlast
Cl O b AÏJLUUUCX.J
var one of the few hearty laughs which we
afflicted with cough, spitting of blood, it
remainder in 1 or 2 years with interest.
ever saw him indulge in. A tall, stout Scotch that he knew nothing of the insurrection in j of this month, and on the last Mondays of the
WM. FROST.
general debility, on taking two bottles oi
IXJiA Vi Carolina,
IV111 VI £i and
íinrl attributed
o ♦ f L. i i f M ¿I it
it to
4-z-k similar
c^iiL.ilru. ! 22
+ 1. —< -i*»... i-.-. rxt'A r\
officer, named P. Grant, who found it very North
five following months,
from one to Ufive-» rx^r»lrxr>1z
o’clock
Saco, Nov. 18, 1831.
these Pills, and one box of Dr. Relfe’s Aadull to keep in close attendance on Bolivar, ideas and the strange appearances in the in the afternoon on each of said days,
ti-bilioos Pills, was restored to perfect béallS.
Dated at Buxton, this the twentieth 5
strayed into the wood, near the city, to re heavens about the same time, prompting oth
connoitre on his own account. Here he saw ers to the same undertaking as himself. ,
dap of November, in the year of our >
— An elderly person in this vicinity, who
a Spanish soldier in hasty retreat towards the
Lord 1831.
)
HE subscribers wish to purchase one had suffered much for years by a most dis
gates, leading a loaded mule, and instantly
PEL ATI AH HARMON,
Infiuenza, fyc.—The deaths in Boston, for
thousand bushels, good sound country tressing asthma, had tried almost every
gave chase to him. The affrighted royalist the week ending Saturday, 17th ult. were
WILLIAM HOBSON.
corn.
PALMER & MILLER.thing recommended, which only at
threw himself on his knees, and begged for seventy-six, including three still-born. This
Dec. 10, 1831.
gavedemporary relief, and usually a more
quarter, pleading that he was a musician ; he is the largest number since the settlement of
violent return of her complaint, has I'fteo.llj
also, observing that he was not understood, Boston, even in the Yellow fever times. The ■y
HH AKEN on execution, all the
made use of the above Pills, with nío!rétó¡
produced a clarionet from his pocket, and excess is attributable to the number who
ork, ss. Jj
right in equity which James
gave proof of his abilities to his captor’s sat have died of the prevailing coughs and colds, Fairfield, of Kennebunk, in said county,
eficial effects than any thing she has evtf
isfaction. Grant knew that such a prize or disorders induced thereby.
ANTED by the subscribers used before.
has to redeem or purchase the following de
would be most acceptable to Bolivar, but he
GOOD Ship Timber and
scribed real estate, situate in said Kennebunk,
A Young Lady at
, had hew
could not think of losing the mule, which he
P]ank, suitable for a vessel of 280 troubled with a very bad cough, so viokai
At Amherst, three cases of Small Pox are viz. the dwelling-house, land and other build
had ascertained to be loaded with the skins said to have occurred at Mount Pleasant ings where said Fairfield now lives, and his
sifeO;. Tons.
as at times to rack and hartass her exc«dof aquardiente, and which had trotted off School, and one in the town.
TITCOMB & SMITH.
right to the land purchased of John Downing
ingly ; a consumption was feared, (as
duririg the parley between its late and pres
Kennebunk-landing, December 2, 1831.
and Samuel Downing. Said lot lies on the
ent master. He therefore tied the trembling
mother had died of that complaint)—^
In Kingston, N. H. night of 10th ult. ac Alewive road so called.
musician to a tree, directing him with bitter cording to the Exeter News Letter, a Sacri
and subsequently
was immediately
immeuiaieiy relieved, ana
suoseque»»» .
The
same
will
be
sold
at
Public
Auction,
threats, not to cease playing until he returned lège was committed in the Congregational
entirely cured by Dr. Relle’s AsthmaticPilt<
near
the
store
of
Daniel
Wise,
Co.
in
Ken

AME
into
the
enclosure
of
that he might be sure his hands were not em Church, by some wretches, who tore up the
t
. the subscriber, a few days (Price $1 for whole boxes of 30 Pills,
ployed in untying his bonds ; and, having great bible and hymn books, broke open the nebunk, on Saturday, the fourteenth day of
since, a RAM. The owner is cts. for 1-2 do.^of 12 Pills with directions.) I
overtaken the mule, brought both his prizes chest containing the sacramental vessels, January, A. D. 1832, at two of the clock in
req nested to prove property, pay
in triumph to our side of the field. [Cam mutilated and compressed them, and in the afternoon.
#*#None genuine unless signed on tie s
The same having been attached on a writ charges and take him away.
paigns in Venezuela.]
outside printed wrapper bv theso/e Prop1'
mockery arranged them before the altar, be in favor of Simon Nowell.
ISRAEL KIMBALL.
êtor, T. K iddrr, immediate successor H
JAMES LARRABEE, D. Sheriff.
Kennebunk., Dec. 21, 1831.
Sagacity.—The Caroline, from Calcutta, sides other blasphemous mockeries too dis
gusting to mention ! No motive can be as
the late Dr. W. T. Conway. For
Nov. 26, 1831.
recently wrecked near the mouth of the Del signed for this monstrous act, nor can any
with all the other u Conway Medicirtps/’
aware, had oil board an Elephant. After the ene divine the fool or fools who committed it.
20,000
at his counting Room, No. 99, next dooflft t
vessel was abandoned by human beings, she
J. Kidder’s Drug Store, corner of Coft
was hailed from the beach, and the Elephant,
The inhabitants of Norway, in Oxford
EET of White Oak 3 inch plank, from 25
conscious of being the only living thing on
and Hanoverstreets, néar Concert Hail, BosJ
ANTED by the Subscriber
county,
have
had
a
meeting
and
taken
some
to
40
feet
in
length,
wanted
by
board, answered by a tremendous noise.
good Ship timber and
ton :—‘¿¿also, by hisspecial appointinent,!)]
steps
towards
cutting
a
canal
from
a
pond
in
GEORGE
W.
BOURNE,
This sagacious animal was afterwards launch
plank for a vessel of about 280
__ _ JOHN LILLIE, Koinebunk.
I
that town to Thompson Pond, in Oxford,
HENRY KINGSBURY.
ed in the surf, and reached the shore alive.
IS&ons.
ELIJAH BETTES.
to be connected thence with Sebago Pond, in
Kennebunk-landing, Nov. 30, 1831.
SËLLÏ1VGOFF.
.
Kennebunk-landing, Dec. 16, 1831.
order to obtain a water communication to
Digging out a Hole.—“ An’ so ye ar dig Portland.
THE subscriber offers for sale his entire,
ging out the hole there Pat, ar’ ye ?” said
OR a Vessel-of400 tons, & one
Stock of Dry Goods, Crockery and GlM ;
one Irishman to another engaged in making a
of 300—wanted immediately Wa,re, AT COST, for a short time. TnPM
Near Jordan’s ship yard, Portland, an in
hole to insert a post. “ No, faith, it’s not the
by GEORGE W. BOURNE,wishing to purchase will do well to call ani
hole that I’m after digging out—for Pm dig temperate man named Goodwin, who had
HENRY KINGSBURY.
CAPS
examine for themselves.
ging the dirt out, and leaving the hole here 1” been missing from his family since 3d ult.
was found on the 5th, supposed to have per
DANIEL WISE
Kennebunk-landing, Oct. 28, 1831.
UST received a large assortment of CAPS
ished from cold, while intoxicated.
Nov. 25, 1831.
of
every
description.
A cat or cats have been born in Winches
PARTICULAR NOTICE.
Constantly on hand
ter, Va. having one head and neck, connected
Halifax papers to 30th Nov. are received.
LL persons indebted to the late firm of
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF HATS,
halfway down the body, then branching out British Ship Dalhousie Castle, had arrived
DANIEL WISE
Co. are requested Wanted by J9. W. I^rd, if Co.
and forming two distinct, perfect bodies. It there from Charleston, S. C. with timber, “to all of which will be sold cheap for CASH,
to call, settle and pay immediately, if they
LAMB SKINS at the Shop oc
has eight legs, four ears, two mouths and but be landed and reshipped to avoid Foreign FVR,
FOR WHICH THE HIGHEST CASH PB1C?
cupied by
EDWARD GOULD.
would save cost. •
DANIEL WISE.
eno throat.
WILL BE GIVEN.
duty.”-Bo$, Pat.
Oct. 29.
November 25, 1831.
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